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Choose which fabric cutter is right for you >

        GO! FABRIC CUTTER GO! BABY FABRIC CUTTER GO! BIG ELECTRIC FABRIC CUTTER

Turn your patterns into quilts faster and more accurately with the 
AccuQuilt GO!® fabric cutting systems. With over 200 piecing and 
appliqué shapes, a GO! Fabric Cutter is a great value and gives you   
the confidence to make projects you never would have attempted.

MEET THE GO! CUTTERS: 
• 90% faster than rotary cutting

•  Accurately cuts up to 6 layers of fabric at a time

• Reduces fabric waste

• Minimizes hand, arm and back strain

Why you need a fabric cutter >

http://www.accuquilt.com/resources/why-you-need-a-fabric-cutter/
http://www.accuquilt.com/shop/fabric-cutters-compared.html


blooming baskets pillow
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blooming baskets pillow

thank you for downloading this pattern!

small pillow material requirements
 1/3 Yard of Background 
 Four 3x51/2” scraps for Flowers 
 Fat Eight of Basket Fabric 
 4” square scrap for Accent Corner 
 1/2 Yard for Pillow Back

large pillow material requirements
 1/2 Yard of Background 
 Eight 6x51/2” scraps for Flowers 
 Four Fat Eighths of Basket Fabric 
 4x9” scrap for Accent Corner 
 3/4 Yard for Pillow Back

additional supplies 
 GO! LeMoyne Star 9” Finished 55453 
 GO! Half Square Triangle 3” Finished 55009 
 GO! Strip Cutter 3 1/2” (3” Finished) 55032 (small pillow only) 
 20” (small pillow) or 26” (large pillow) Square Piece of Batting 
 18” (small pillow) or 24” (large pillow) Pillow Insert
 

© 2016 MAY CHAPPELL. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. MAY CHAPPELL FOR ACCUQUILT

LIMIT OF 18 ITEMS MAY BE PRODUCED FOR COMMERCIAL SALE. 
No part of this pattern may be reproduced without the written consent of Lee Chappell Monroe, May Chappell. LC@maychappell.com

 



blooming baskets pillow

cutting small pillow
 Strip Die (Cut Strips first to use scraps for Lemoyne Step A)
A:  Cut two 31/2” strips of Background Fabric.  

 » Subcut into two 121/2” pieces and two 181/2” pieces 
Lemoyne Star Die 
A:  Cut two 3” squares of Background Fabric.  

 » Cut in half diagonally using rotary cutter.  
 » Cut four of Piece A on the Lemoyne Star Die.

B:  Cut four 3x51/2” (one each of four flower fabrics) rectangles.   
 » Cut four (one each of four flower fabrics) of Piece B on the Lemoyne Star Die

C:  Cut two 4” squares of Background Fabric.  
 » Cut in half diagonally using rotary cutter.  
 » Cut four of Piece C on the Lemoyne Star Die.

Half Square Triangle Die 
A:  Cut four 4x9” rectangles of Background Fabric.  

 » Cut fourteen triangles on the Half Square Triangle Die.
B:  Cut two 4x9” rectangles of Basket Fabric.  

 » Cut eight triangles on the Half Square Triangle Die.
C:  Cut one 4” square of Accent Corner Fabric.  

 » Cut one triangles on the Half Square Triangle Die.
Pillow Back 
A: Cut two 16x181/2” pieces of Pillow Back Fabric.

cutting large pillow
 Lemoyne Star Die 
A:  Cut eight 3” squares of Background Fabric.  

 » Cut in half diagonally using rotary cutter.  
 » Cut sixteen of Piece A on the Lemoyne Star Die.

B:  Cut sixteen 3x51/2” (two each of eight flower fabrics) rectangles.   
 » Cut four of Piece B on the Lemoyne Star Die.

C:  Cut eight 4” squares of Background Fabric.  
 » Cut in half diagonally using rotary cutter.  
 » Cut sixteen of Piece C on the Lemoyne Star Die.

Half Square Triangle Die 
A:  Cut fourteen 4x9” rectangles of Background Fabric.  

 » Cut fifty-six triangles on the Half Square Triangle Die.
B:  Cut eight 4x9” (two each of four basket fabrics) rectangles of Basket Fabric.  

 » Cut thirty-two (eight each of four basket fabrics) triangles on the Half Square Triangle Die.
C:  Cut one 4x9” rectangles of Accent Corner Fabric.  

 » Cut four triangles on the Half Square Triangle Die.
Pillow Back 
A: Cut two 20x241/2” pieces of Pillow Back Fabric.

A

B

C



blooming baskets pillow

step 1
Making the flower blooms with the lemoyne star. (One for the small pillow and four for the large pillow.)
Attach the small background triangles to the diamonds.

Attach the large background triangles.

Attach the pieces to one another.

Assemble the flower bloom.

step 2 
Making the basket with half square triangles. (One for the small pillow and four for the large pillow.)
Assemble the half square triangles into squares as shown.

HELPFUL HINT: LeMoyne Stars can be tricky to piece 
because of the angles and bias seams. Use starch  

and pins to keep everything flat and in place. 



Assemble into rows.

Assemble the rows together.

step 3 
Making the block. (One for the small pillow and four for the large pillow.)
Attach the piece from Step 1 to the piece from Step 2.

blooming baskets pillow



step 4 
Attaching the Border. (Small pillow only.)
Attach the 121/2” pieces as shown. Attach the 181/2” pieces as shown.

step 5
Assembling the Blocks to One Another. (Large pillow only.)

step 6
Quilt the pillow top as desired.

blooming baskets pillow



blooming baskets pillow

step 7
Making the Pillow Back. (Large pillow directions in parentheses.)
Take one 16x181/2” (20x241/2”) piece and fold over one 181/2” (241/2”) edge 11/2”. Press. Fold over again. 
Press. Repeat on the other 16 x 181/2” (20x241/2”) piece.

step 8
Topstitch the edge with three rows of stitching. Repeat on the other piece.

  
step 9
Lay the backing piece right sides together with the pillow front. (The folded edge should be facing 
up.) Lay the other piece also right sides together on top. Stitch a 1/4” seam around the edge. Turn 
right side out and enjoy!

  
 


